abunDANCE in the
Early Years
family directed learning is precious
This unifiedknowledge Practice is suited to ALL
parents, from pre-birth through to those with young
children aged up to 7 years. We are open and valued
by families of diverse cultural and religious heritage as
unifiedknowledge touches classic traditional values
that naturally form a common ground for the local
community.
Tuition is facilitated directly by Astehmari Batekun
(and/or senior Associate Members / Graduates), using
the unifiedknowledge (yeht'mr urwuk'eht) approach to
education we will help children and families establish
natural approaches to learning that truly strengthen
One's baseline for self-development from a
nature-centred place and way of being.
The principles of our approach come from a long
heritage and once (re)explored touch that place of
intuitive common sense and conscience that drives
parents to secure the very best for their children's
unique characters. Back in the day our way of building
educational foundation would be considered a “Liberal
Arts” schooling, that is to say education for leaders and
creators; free minded living beings.
Today it is “cultural arts studies” and for us
unifiedknowledge Practice practically means MathsScience-Arts-Nature taught with one unified approach;
yeht'mr urwuk'eht. Using the highest principles,
processes and protocols we are interested in bring out
the best characters from children, families and
community, drawing on each One's naturally brilliant
heritage. This pioneering family-centred approach to
daytime education is for those committed to facilitating
the best learning experiences for the young One(s) in
their care.

Enrolment:
Enrolment for this special small group tuition
is done in rolling terms of 12 week cycles (three
months). The format is similar to a stay and play
or playgroup programme with greater emphasis on
cultural intelligence and the state of the art-science
unity of unifiedknowledge.

Venues:
Abundance Centre Project (Brixton)
Loughborough Park (Inside the APG)
Brixton, London SW9 8UA

Time:
Tuesdays & Fridays - 11am to 2pm

Fee:
3 x FREE introductory sessions now!
£144.00 per (12 weeks) term per parent & child.
Flexible arrangements for larger families.

Prerequisite:
There are no prerequisites to joiin this course.
Parents are however invited to attend our school's
rolling induction course:
Educating with unifiedknowledge:
Foundation Course One
Visit our website for more info on this course:
unifiedknowledge.org

ጅዌኒምመን
dwennimmaƹn

dwennimmaƹn represents strength (mind, breath & body),
humility, wisdom and learning.
proverb: “The ram may be firm, not with its horn but with its heart”

The symbol above is an Adinkra sign called dwennimmaƹn (djwin-knee-mann).
Dwennimmaƹn is derived from the geometric shape of a ram's horns.
The Akan (like many cultures panAfrica) see the ram as a very strong animal with graceful and magnificent
horns. It uses its horns for protection and survival. Even though its horns could be used forcefully for
survival in the animal world this creature typically chooses not to use them as such, instead tending to be
graceful and elegant in manner, especially to its family). In other words the ram utilises its heart before its
horn for its true strength.
Thus the strength of a ram depends not so much on the forcefulness of its horns but on the integrity of its
heart. The horns of a ram are a symbol of strength, but to the Akan the horns symbolise the idea that One
who desires peace must possess the strength of the ram when challenged. This concept of the Akan comes
from the belief that peace itself is engendered by a preparedness for challenge. Further it calls on Ones to
build physical and strategic strength on the surface, governed internally by the heart, which in ancient
culture is the icon of conscience and consciousness.
A person may be talented and gifted and may have skills and knowledge, but it is not these alone that enable
One to excel. It is the light heart creative use of these skills with the strength of mind - breath - body
harmony and the humility that comes from observing One's relationship to others and the whole (universe).
Further, it is the learning and wisdom that come with experience that enables a person (adult or child) to
exceed “normal” capabilities and excel in One's endeavours and objectives. The adinkra symbol
dwennimmaƹn speaks of these concepts and principles.
At Schools Of Unified Learning we find it to be a good symbol to represent our early years service.

abunDANCE in the Early Years
Family Learning is Precious
Enrol today!

tel: 020 8144 1720 075 3003 8547 learning@unifiedknowledge.org

